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On the Modern Mind 

A I? E w Y E A R s A c o I gave a talk on the 
modern mind to the Medical Section of the 

British Psychological Society, by which my 
audience seemed to be disappointed, and my 
chairtru~n said so. They had hoped for something 
more substantial, he said, "something to get 
one's teeth into." From his point of view he was 

pursuit of a moral purpose, namely of a relent· 
less intellectual honesty. The two conflicting 
ideas of our age-its scepticism and its moral 
passions-are indeed locked in a curious struggle 
in which they may combine and reinforce each 
other. Thls is a strange story. 

right. For I spoke of the modern mind as a body THE BECO."'NlNCS of modern scepticism go back 
of ideas having their origin in thought, while in to ancient Greece, but its present overpowering 
his profession he was used to regarding ideas as strength is the sequel of the Copernican Revohr 
the rationalisation of drives, of guilt fc:ding, or tion. Copernicus ousted man from his central 
anxiety, or aggression, or insecurity. Such a view position in the universe and destroyed the theo-
is widespread. Here too it may be fdt that I am logical cosmos. The heavenly sphere of divine 
not dealing with the ungible forces determining perfection towards which, from his fallen su~ 
the mind. When I go on ignoring infantile lunar e>dstence, man w:u bound to strive, was 
traumas, broken homes, industrialisation, many dissolved in a space without limits, without 
may feel lost in a world of shadows. shape or centre. 

In a way I should welcome such opposition, And monotony in space was extended into 
as it would help to establish my first point which monotony in depth, by the atomic theory of 
is that the modern mind distrusts intangiblc: matter. Galileo's mechanics, amplified by New-
things and looks behind them for tangible ton, gave new life to the theory that aU things 
matters on which it relies for understanding the are ultimatdy composed of masses in motion. 
world. We are a tough-minded generation. Atomic particles alone were rc2l and all pheno-

My second point makes a curious pair with the mena were merely appC3ranccs of this ultimate 
first. For it is that in spite of our tough theories, rC31ity. Man himself was but a chance colloutioa 
our society is more humane than any that had of atoms, without purpose or meaning. 
existed before. And if our terrible wars and Yet the new fellow-feeling, the other master-
revolutions are cited against this, l would reply idea of modern man standing opposite to scepti· 
in the words of Paul Tillich: "U ever in history dsm. w2S borne indirectly from scepticism. For 
there was a time when human objectives sup- it was the attack of scepticism on the Christian 
ported by an infinite amount o£ good·will churches that released the moral ideals of 
heaped disaster upon disaster on mankind, it is Christianity from a striving for individual salva· 
the twentieth century." I would say that the tion and directed our moral conscience inscead to 
ideals, the genuineness of which our scepticism the betterment of human society. The imagina-
has taught us to question, have in £act swayed lion of the new rationalism was soon to be 
our time and by their power have almost shat- aflame with aspirations for a higher condition of 
tercd our civilisation. man and society. 

I would go further and <1dd th:::t, if our seep- Throughout all previous ages men had 
ticism itself goes to extremes, it does so in 2 accepted existing custom and law as the founda-
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tions of society. There had been changes and 
some: great reforms, but never before had the 
deliberate contriving of unlimited social im· 
provement been devatc:d to a domin:ant prin· 
ciplc. The first government to adopt this 
principle was that established by the French 
Revolution; and so the turn of the eighteenth 
century became the dividing line between the 
immemorial expanse of virtually static societies 
and the following brief period in which a pa~ 
sionate hope for a better future became: a domin
ant force in public life. 

Sci!NTtfiC SCEPTICISM smoothly co-operated at 
first with the new passions for social betterment. 
B:attling for freedom of thought against estab
lished authority, scepticism cleared the way for 
politic;al freedom and humanitari3n reforms. 
Scientillc rationalism brought social and moral 
progress that has improved almost every human 
relationship in western civilisation. The new 
r:ationalism has been, up to our own days, the 
chief gujde towards intellectual, moral, and 
soc:i:al advances. 

But troubles developed and became serious in 
our own century. The demand that all things 
must be explained by the: laws of physics and 
chemistry became more insistent and more di~ 
turbing. A sharpening of scepticism to the point 
of questioning the very existence of intangible 
things led to absurd conclusions. 

I shall try here to restore our acceptance of 
higher forms of being and to show how we can 
know and do know these less tangible lcvds of 
existence. I will then try to bring into view the 
second master idea of our age and show how 
this idea of unlimited progress, intensified to 
p<rfc:ctionism, has combined with our sharpened 
scepticism to produce the perilous state of the: 
modern mind. I shall speak of the disasters of 
our age and finally tell of signs pointing towards 
a recovery of the grounds for our b:uic ideals. 

T KI! J.li! C KANl C AL PlliLOSOPHY of 
Galileo was more fully stated by Laplace 

when defining a Universal Knowledge of the 
World. He pointed out that from to-day's topo
graphy of the ultimate p:uticlc:s of the world 
(which would include their velocities and the: 
forces acling between them) we could calculate 
any furure topo~phy of the same par1iclu, :1nd 
he claimed that this would give us n knowledge 
of all things to come, to the very end of time:. 
It h:u been obJeCted that such predictions contra· 
diet the exercise of Cree will, but this had only 

the effect of calling in question out possession of 
free will. Indeed, to bring up this particular 
difficulty of free will is to overlook the more 
massive fact, that a Laplacean atomic topo
graphy would tell us virtually nothing that is of 
interest to us. It would give us the total energy 
of any particular region in the universe, but we 
could not even make out whether things in that 
region had any definite temperature, and if so 
what that temperature was. 

To fathom the depth of such ignorance parad· 
ing as Universal Knowledge, imagine yourself 
deprived of all your previous experience and pre· 
scnted in its place with a Laplnccm topography 
of the universe. Though you were endowed with 
an unlimited ability for mechanical computations, 
you would search in vain to calculate something 
worth knowing. For what you would mot to 
know are things seen and felt, thjngs heard and 
smelt, and the laws of mechanics cannot derive 
such knowledge from ;a topography of atomic 
particles. Alone the action of our sentient self, 
responding to the atoms impinging upon our 
senses, can supply such information. 

But even granting, for the s.:~ke of argument, 
our powers of sentience and forgetting also that 
an atomic: topography cannot define temperature, 
we could still get no further wn to derive the 
laws of physics and chemistry, and this would 
not enable us to recognise livi:ng and sentient 
beings. In saying this, I contradict the claims of 
biologists who affirm that they are expl:aining 
life in terms of physics and chemistry. But the 
bet is that they do nothlng of the kind. The 
purpose which biology :acrually pursues, and by 
which it achieves its triumphs, consists in explain
ing the functions of living beings in terms of a 
mechanhm founJ~tf on the laws of physics and 
chemistry, yet not ~xplicabl~ by these laws. 

We can make this clear by showing that no 
mechanism, not even the simplest machine, can 
be explained in terms of physics and chemistry. 
Let me choose as an example: o£ a machine the 
watch I wear on my wrist. My watch tdls the 
time. It is kept going by the main-spring, un
coiling under the conuol o£ the hair spring and 
bal:mce wheel, :1nd thus it turns the hands whlcb 
tdl the time. Such are the operational principles 
o( a w:~tch, the principles which define its con
struction and working. It is the.se principles that 
c:~nnot be defined by the laws of inanimate 
nature. For no part of a watch is formed by the 
natur:~l equilibration o£ matter. Each is artinci· 
ally shaped and connected to per£orm its 
function. Physics and chemistry cannot reveal 
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the practical principles embodied in a machine, 
any more than the physical chemical testing of a 
printed page ca.n tell the content of its text. 

Btrr How CAN WE embody any struCtural or 
operational principle in a piece of inanimate 
matter, without interfering with the laws of 
inanimate matter? To answer this question, we 
must realise that no inanimate object is ever 
fully determined by the bws of pbysics and 
chemistry. Laplace himself had to assume for his 
speculations on future atomic topographies an 
initial atomic topography which was not derived 
from atomic mechanics. The laws of physics tmd 
ch~mistry can likewise b~ applied only to a given 
set of initial conditions. 

This is, in £act, true of any general principle 
that applies to experience. It must leave indetcr· 
minate a certain range of circumstances in which 
it can apply, :~ad any particular application of 
such a principle requires that these circum· 
stances be flxcd by some agency not under the 
control of that principle. This is well known 
for the laws of physics. The conditions which 
have to be fixed by some external a~ncy arc 
~lled here the boundary C'Onditions of the 
system to which these laws are :1pplied. It is 
on these boundary conditions that the shaping of 
:1 piece of metal into a machine takes effect. 
Machinu are syrums, in which th~ boundary 
conditions left opm by physiu and chemistry 
are controlled by certain structural and optra· 
tiona/ principles; and hence machines cannot be 
described in terms of physics and chemistry. 

And what is true of machines is, of cour~, 
equally true of the machine-like functions of 
living beings. Such functions are determined by 
structur:~l and operation:~! principles which con· 
trol the boundary coodjtions left open by physics 
and chemistry. Living conditions can, therdore, 
.not be described in terms of physics and 
chemistry. 

THUS mE )L\TERIAL of a machine is under the 
concrol of these two independent principles. The 
role of these two is very different. If the laws of 
physics and chemistry were suspended for a 
moment, all machines would stop working; their 
operational principles rely for their performance 
on these laws. This of course does not hold in 
reverse. Pulverisc a machine and its fragments 

1 The argument of tl1is section was first developed 
in this form in "T:scit Knowing: Its Be:sring on 
Some Problems of Philosophy," Reviews of Modern 
Physics (Vol. 3'1· s9():t, pp. 6o1-615). 

will continue to obey the laws of physics and 
chemistry. The wrecking o£ the operational 
structure does not affect these laws, for they 
apply to the material of the machine in illelf 
even when split into isolated bits of matter. 

A machine or a machine-like functioning 
living being can be said therefore to comprise 
two levels. There is an upper. comprehensive 
level embodying the operational principles of the 
system and a lower more primitive lcvd, con
trolled by the laws of physics and chemistry. 
The lower level is formed as it were by the UO· 

or~nised mass, the higher levd by the principle 
that controls its organisation. In other words, 
we have a lower level of isolated parts and a 
higher level of the functional whole formed by 
the p:~rts. This higher level represents then the 
joint "meaning" of the parts. 

We see here the beginnings of a hierarchy in 
which the distinction between things essentially 
higher and essentially lower is restored.' 

We can generalise the two-level stsucturc of 
living beings and machines to the playing of a 
game of chess. The conduct of such a game is an 
entity controlled by a stratagem and the stratagem 
relies on the observance of the rules of chess. This 
relation does not hold in reverse, for the rules of 
chess leave open an infinite range of stratagems. 
Moves of chess are therc:fore meaningless by 
th~mselves and their meaning lies in serving 
jointly the performance of a stratagem. 

A LL T n u 1! relations become clearer in the 
n case of a skill which comprises :a number of 
levels in the form of a hierarchy. The production 
of a liter:uy composition, for example of a speech, 
includes five levds. Th~ first level, lowest of all, 
is the production of a voice; the second, the 
uttcr:ance of words; the third, the joining of 
words to make sentences; the fourth, the work· 
ing of sentences into a style; the fifth, and 
highest, the composition of the text. 

The principles of each level operate under the 
control of the next higher level. The voice you 
produce is shaped into words by a vocabulary; 
:1 given vocabulary is shaped into sentences in 
accordance with a grammar; and the sentences 
arc fitted into a nylc, which in its turn is made 
to convey the ideas of the composition. Thus 
each level is subject to dual control; first, by the 
laws that apply to its clemcnt:s in themselves, 
3od second, by the laws that control the com· 
prchcnsive entity formed by them. 

Such multiple control is made possible arin by 
the bet that the principles governing the isolated 
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particulars of a lower level lave indeterminate 
their boundary conditions, to be controlled by a 
higher principle. Voice production leaves largdy 
open the combination of sounds into words, 
which is controlled by a vocabulary. Next, a 
vocabulary leaves largely open the combination 
of words to form sentences, which is controlled 
by grammar; and so the sequence goes on. Conse
quently, the operations of a higher level cannot 
be accounted for by the laws governing its par· 
ticul3rs forming the next lower level. You cannot 
derive a vocabulary from phonetics; you cannot 
derive grammar from a vocabulary; a correct use 
of gr:ammar docs not account for good style; and 
a good style docs not supply the content of a 
piece of prose. 

A OUNCE AT the functions of living beings 
assures us that they consist in :1 whole sequence 
of levels forming such a hierarchy. The lowest 
level is controlled by tl1c laws of inanimate 
nature :1nd the higher levels control throughout 
tbe boundary conditions ldt open by the laws 
of the inanimate. The lowest functions o£ life 
are those called vegetative; these vegctath·c 
functions, sustaining life at its lowest level, leave 
open- both in plants and animals-the higher 
functions of growth and leave open in animals 
:1lso the operations of muscul:1r action; next in 
turn, the principl~ governing muscubr action 
in animals le.~ave open the: intcgution of such 
action to innate patterns of behaviour; and again 
such patterns are open in their turn to be shaped 
by intelligence; while the working of intelli
gence iudf c:tn be made to serve in man the 
still higher principles o£ a respomible choice. 

We have thus a sequence of rising levels, each 
higher one controlling the boundaries of the 
one below it and embodying thereby the joint 
meaning o£ the particulars situated on the lower 
level. The mc:1ning of each successive rising 
level thus becomes richer :lt each stage :tnd 
reaches the fullest measure of meaning :a the 
top. We can sec then why the "Universal Know· 
ledge" of Laplace, or a physico-chemic:Jl topo
graphy of the world, is virtually meaningless. 
All mt'tzning lies in highu levds of rt'alitythllt 
are not reducible to the laws by whi~h the ulti
mate particulars of tht' umvt"rse are controlled. 

The world view of Galileo, accepted since 

' I :am rclc:rring here: to the: CQntributions made: 
by 0 . Hcbb and L. S. Kubic to the Symposium on 
Brain Muhamrm and Consdoumns held in Quc:bcc 
in August 1953 (see the report edited by J. F. DeJa. 
fnync, Blackwell, Oxford, 1954). 

the Co~nican Revolution, proves fundamen
tally mtsleading. What is mort tangible 1141 the 
kast meaning and it is p(1ll("ru then to identify 
the tangible with the real. For to regard a me2n· 
inglcss substratum as the ultimate reality of all 
things must kad to the conclusion th2t aU 
things are meaningless. And we can avoid this 
conclusion only if we acknowledge instead that 
deepest reality is possesd by higher things that 
are least tmgible. 

T H r s w I o H T seem to take us b:~ck to the 
medieval conception which interpreted the 

particubn of the world in the light of its m:1jor 
comprehensive meaning whicb understood tbe 
parts as mani{est:~tions of the whole :tnd not 
the other w:~y round. Dut this would be going 
too fast. It is not enough to s.how that there is 
room for living functions and other higher 
principles in the bound:~ries left open by the 
laws gov~roing inanimate nature. For we can· 
not claim the cJtistence o£ cssenti:ally higher 
levds so long as our vc:.ry identification of them 
is call~ in question by a positivistic empiricism. 
To this objection I must now turn. 

There is no pn:cise theory of positivistic em· 
piricism, but its present practice is clear in some 
important cases. It dc:nic:s that we can know 
more than ungible, external facts. Take the 
conlciousness of a human being. Consciousness, 
we arc told, is not a t;angible fact :~nd we must 
hesiuce therefore to :attribute consciousness to 
any living being, animal or man. 

It would seem impossible that neuro-physio
logisu, let alone psychologists, should deny the 
existence of consciousness which is a major 
p:rrt of their subject m:~ner. Can one study per· 
ccption without referring to wh:at people sec? 
Or the localisation of emotional centres in the 
brain, without rcCcrring to what the subjects 
feel? Yet a distinguished neuro-physiologist 
like 0. Hebb has urged sciemists to assume 
that consciousness does not eXist, even though 
such a hypothesis might eventually prove false. 
Nor is this an isol:~ted inst;ance. The psychia
trist, L. S. Kubic, spc:~king on the s:~me scientific 
occasion,' dcdarcd th:1t a "working concept" of 
consciousness was indispensable to psychology, 
and went on to $:1y: 

sometimes we arc explicit :and Crank about this. 
Sometimes we fool ourselves about it. Many 
workcn h:~vc attempted to avoid using the word 
because of its traditional connOtations, which 
have h:~.d :1. somewhat mystical, imponderable, 
non·scict~tific, philosophic :llld/or theological 
flavour .... 
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Kubic's words show what is happening here. 
Scientists who urge us to assume chat conscious· 
neu does not exist do not believe this them· 
selves. It would be absurd to suppose that Hebb 
wants neuro-physiologists to assume that all 
their subjects arc unconscious. He merely wants 
them to describe their findings as i£ conscious
ness did not exist. 

This is the programme of behaviourism. It 
sets out, for example, to eliminate all rc:fercnec:s 
to the human mind, by substituting for the 
mind the sound of human speech when telling 
about a state of mind. Such an enquiry refuses 
to observe that a man is in pain and it can 
acknowledge only that he complains of pain. 
The fact that this view wipes out the purpose 
of medicine-as the allcviator of hum:tn suffer· 
ing-is disrcg3rded. Behaviourism could de· 
scribe medicine only as a process for eliminating 
complainu of pain, even though compl:~ims c:1n 
be more effectively silenced without medicine. 
The very conception of comp:assion is denied 
and torture: is theoretically given free: rein. 

None o£ this h intended, or even remotely 
approved, by behaviourisu who call in ques
tion the existence of consciousness. It is dear, 
therefore, that they do not mean what they say 
when urging us to doubt or disregard, or at 

least avoid mentioning, the existence o£ con· 
sdousness. They seem to take pride, as scientists, 
in professing something th:at laymen would find 
absurd. They fed themselves then as successors 
to the Copc:rnicans who forced laymen to see our 
c~rth, the very ground of fixity, hurtling around 
an immobile sun. 

Sucu FOOLtNC OF omsu.vss is widely admitted in 
biology. Everyone knows th:tt you cannot inquire 
into the functions o£ living organisms without 
referring to the purpose served by them, and by 
the organs and processes which perform these 
functions. Y ct we must pretend that ~II such 
teleological explanations arc merely provisional. 
The story goes round among biologistS that tde· 
ology is a woma.o of easy virtue, whom the biolo
gist disowns in public, but lives with in private. 

The practice of science can be sound, even 

2 See Lloyd A. Brown, Til~ Story of Maps (Lon· 
don, 1951). "After tearing down the wntings of 
Greek infidels suc:h as Plato, Aristotle, Eudoxus, 
and Ptolemy, he [Cosmas] proceeds to construct 
his own cosmography based on the: Scriptures and 
the writings of the Holy Father." The portolano or 
h:arbour·finding charu accurately described the coast· 
line of the Mediterranean. 

when it is conducted in the name of false prin
ciples. For biologists to deny their usc of teleo
logical reasoning is quite harmless. It is even 
possible that ~ome valuable research mrut be 
based on absurd assumptions. Think of the 
recent exploration of various parts of the brain 
by electrod« of microscopic size, which showed 
the nervous system operating as a machine. This 
splendid enquiry would be: hampered by keep
ing in mind the fact that the assumption of the 
whole nervous system operating as an insentient 
automaton is nonsensical. Neurologists m:ty be 
right, therefore, in ignoring the absurdity of 
the idea underlying their work. 

The situation r~minds one of the th~ologlcal 
map-makers of the Middle Ages. In the 6th 
century a great traveller and merchant, e:~llc:d 
Cosmas, turned monk :~nd then launched an 
attack against Greeo-Roman geography on the 
grounds that it contr~dicted the text of the 
Bible. He produced in its ste:~d an image o£ 
the world in the: shape of the Tabernacle of 
Moses. It looked like an old-fashioned trunk, 
with its lid as the heavenly firmament. Other 
absurd theological m:~ps were current in the 
Middle Ages until the: rsth century, even while 
sailors' maps of remarkable precision were used 
to tr:~vd the se:u of Europe. Cosm:u himself 
would not have relied for his travels to Tndi:~ on 
his tabernacle as the: map of the world. But 
having turned monk, he found this image pro
fessionally illumin:~ting.' 

The official theories of psychology and biology 
also give professional satisfaction, even though 
nobody c:tn believe in them. Yet I think it would 
be better to stick to the obvious truth, if this 
can be: done with a good pbHosophic conscience, 
as I think it can. 

W E A 1t a ToLD that the consciousness of 
another pc:rson is not directly observed, 

but merely inferred frorn extern:tl facu, and 
that a strict empiricism prefers to acknowledge 
only facts that are directly observed. But 
nothing is ever observed except by the aid of 
inteUigent transactions which integrate a great 
number of imp:acts made on our several senses, 
along with the internal responses evoked by 
these impacts within our own body. What we 
see and hear depends in a thousand ways on 
the preparedness of our own mind and on our 
intelligent participation in making out what it 
is that we sec and hear. 

Suppose I look at my right hand. I recognise its 
area by its closed contours. But if that were all, 
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my hand, when moved about, would k~p chang· 
ing its colour, its shape, and its size. The exptti· 
ence of my hand as a solid object, having definite 
properties, would never arise. I see it as such by 
integrating a host of rapidly changing dues both 
in the field of vision and inside my eyes and some 
still deeper in my body. By my powers of integra
tion I see thousands of ch:~nging clues jointly, as 
one single unchanging object moving about :It 

different distances, viewed from different angles, 
under variable illuminations. And this is exactly 
what happens when I observe a face full of anger 
and menace; I see it by exactly the same kind of 
integration. We cannot reasonably reject our 
obscr,•ation of anger and menace on the ground 
that it requires an act of intc:grarion, unless we 
refuse to observe anything at all. 

We can deepen lhis result by exploring the: 
process of integration a little: further. Suppose 
I look at an object, for example, my own finger, 
through a pinhole in a sheet of paper, or 
better still, through a blackened tube; if I do 
this and then move my finger back and forth 
I see it swelling as it approaches my eye. The 
moving object has lost some of its solidity, for 
it now lacks confirmation by the clues that nor· 
mally contribute to its image from the periphery 
of the visual field. 

Notice here how many of the clues we integrate 
so successfully to the sight of an object are not 
known to us in themselves. Many of them cannot 
be sensed at aU; the contractions of our eye 
muscles, for example:, c.1n never be experienced 
as such and we arc: aware: of them only in the: 
way they make us see the: object that we are look· 
ing at. Other dues, like those we: cut out by a pin 
hole, we do sense:, but only from the corner of 
our eye. We do not attend to these either, but r~ly 
em our awar~n~st of th~m for alt~nding to the 
~oha-~nt ~ntity to whi~h they contribute. 

Modern philosophers have argued that we 
~n have no evidence for inferring the existence 
of other minds, and this would be true: i£ we 
had to rely on an explicit process of inference. 
But that is not the case. We: integrate the par
ticulars of a physiognomy in the same way as 
we integrate the dues, or paru, of any other 
perception, namely by fusing the dues or parts 
as presented to our senses into a meaningful way 
of percdving them. We may call this a tacit pro
cus of inference by contrast to an explicit process 
of inference as defined by logic to-day. 

CLE.AJU.Y, THE NEW UE)IENT I have introduced 
here into the conception o£ knowing is the: way 

~ 

we: know clues by relying on our awareness of 
them £or attending to that to which they point 
or, more generally, the way we know things by 
rc:lying on our awareness of them for attending 
to something else, which is the coherent entity 
to which. they contribute. We may link this 
now with a certain experience we all have of 
things we: know almost exclusivc:Jy by relying on 
them for attending to something else. Our own 
body is an assm~bly of su~h things. For we 
hardly ever attend to our body as we attend to 
an external object, while we continually rely 
on it as a means for observing objects outside 
and for manipulating these objects for our own 
purposes. w~ may identify. tha-~for~. our know
ing of som~hing by attending to som~hing 
els~. with the kind of knowledge w~ have of our 
own body by dw~lling in it. ln other words, we 
may say that when we rely on our awareness 
of some things for :mending to other things, we 
have assimilated these things to our body. We 
may say, for example, that we know the: clues 
of perception by dweUing in them, when we 
attend to that which they jointly indi~te; and 
that we see the: parts of a whole forming the 
whole by dwelling in the parts. We arrive thus 
at the conception of knowing by in-dwelling. 

I N· ow t t. t. 1 N c operates on all levels of 
re~liry. But when we know living things, our 

in-dwelling enters into an especially intimate 
rc:lation to that which it knows. A lion pouncing 
on the back of an antelope co-ordinates its own 
observations and actions in a highly complex 
and accurate way. The naturalist watching the 
lion mentally integrates rhcse co-ordinated 
elements into t~ conception of the lion hunt· 
ing its prey. Other vital co-ordinations, like . 
embryonic development, are much slower than 
this, but no less rich in co-ordinated details; 
the: study of physjological functions fills many 
volumes and the co-ordinations performed by 
human intelligence are unlimited. Bur the per· 
ception of living beings consists throughout in 
mentally duplicating the active co-ordinations 
performed by their living functions. 

\Ve can see now how we know another man's 
mind and share his mental life. We understand, 
for example, a man's skilful performance by 
mentally combining iu several movements to 
their joint pattern. Chess players enter' a 
master's mind by rehearsing the games he has 
played. Knowing a man's mind is then to ex· 
peric:nce the joint meaning of his actions by 
dwelling in them from outside. This is how we 
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get to fed another man's consciol!sness, to share 
his pain and pity him. Knowing life is alwa)'S 
a sharing of life, but to know another person 
is to share his life as an equal partner. When 
we study inanimate matter or the lower 
organisms, we stand to these in an 1-/t relation, 
but as we gradually rise to the Study of man we 
arrive at an /-Thou .relation co him. We enter 
into mutual understanding with him. 

Here, then, is a theory of knowledge which 
tdls us how we can both know and experience 
the higher int~mgible levds of existence, which 
a positivistic empiric1sm refuses to recognise. 

I s H A L L N o w pass on to some large que$
tions of our culture, by facing the challenge 

that a positivistic empiricism presents to the 

• The textbook of sociology quoted is Harry M. 
Johnson, Sociology, A Systematic Introduction (H:.r· 
court, Brace and World Inc., New York, 19fio, and 
Routledge & Keg:m Paul, London, 1g6r). In the 
Foreword, Robert K. Merton writes: "With this 
book Mr. Johnson joins the small circle of ... 
masters of sociological writing .... " 

Freedom from value-judgment is maintained 
throughout the book. Cruelty to Negroes in the 
latter ball of the last century is explained by tbc usc 
of tbe Negro as a scapegoat. Victimising the Negro 
deflects feelings of frustration from ausing social 
disruption. "Thus the N~groes wer~ victims of a 
heightened need of national unity in tbe &ce of 
external problems .... National unity and sectional 
unity were achieved pardy at the expense of the 
Negro." (p. 6ol) 

The social functions of scapcgoating have been 
repeatedly analysed during the past decades, for 
example by C. Kluckhohn ;~nd D. Leighton (Th~ 
Navaho, Harvard, 1946, pp. 176-7. " ... Navahos 
'take out' on witches by word and by da:d the 
hostility which they feel :1gainst their rdath·c:s, 
against whites, against the hnards of life itself .... 
The killing of witches is ch:aracteristically brut:~!. 
... Witches in other words are scapegoats."" ... there 
is no doubt that witchcraft is Navaho culture's 
principal answer to the problem that every society 
faces, how to satisfy hate and yet keep the core of 
society solid .... The people blame their troubles 
upon 'witches' instead of upon 'Jews' or 'niggers' ." 

This theory leads Mr. Johnson to comment on the 
funher development of the Negro's position in the 
United States as follows: "Technially, perhaps, 
the suffering of the Negro is no more dysfunctional 
th:10 the loss of men in a victorious battle. Every
thing, including the integration of soci:1l systems, 
is achieved at :1 cost." Neverthcles.s, we are told, the 
necessity of using Negro talent and of placating 
African states has led to concessions to tbe Negro. 

Would it not :.ppcar, then, that if Lincoln had 
but known of the social functions of "~pego:lt· 
ing," he might have introduced Negro-baiting in 
the North and thus united the nation at a much 
lesser cost than by a ch·il war? 

existence of moral principles. A textbook of 
sociology, published three years ago, opens with 
3 formaJ statement of its principles in (our 
points. The fourth of these principles declares 
that sociology is 

un~thicfll; dull is, sociologists do not ask whether 
particular social actions arc good or bad; they 
seck merely to explain them. 

Some sociologists would seek to qualify this 
principle, but very few effectively do so. It is 
predominantly accepted and cherished as sccur· 
ing the scientific character of sociology. 

Let us face what is implied in this principle. 
To assume that you cm explain an action without 
regarding whether it is good or bad is to aS$ume 
rhat moral motives play no pan in it. T o utend 
this assumption to all social action is to deny the 
\'Cry existence of genuine moral motives in men. 
When I protest against such doctrines, I am 
assured that the sociologists who teach this moral 
nihilism arc themselves men of high moral prin· 
ciples, supporting noble cawes in public life. This 
is thought to put the matter right . It is considered 
quite in order that we should teach absurd views 
that we do not bdicvc because we think that they 
are scientific. • 

I admit that most students will uphold their 
moraJ convictions regardless of being taught 
that these are without foundation. They may 
even respond to the social perfectionism of our 
age, and make high moral demands on society. 
Some may never feel this internal contradiction, 
in others it may cause confusion, a reduction 
of respect for their own life. We can assess the 
possible consequences arising from this situation, 
by ruroing to the ideas of writers who have 
worked out these contradictions o£ the modern 
mind in literature and political thought. Litera· 
turc and politics are the mythology of our age 
and the school of our imagination. 

The tcmion between a positivist scepticism 
and a mode.rn moral perfectionism Ius indeed 
erupted with vast consequences in our days. It 
erupted in two directions, towards art and philo
sophy and towards politics. The first was a move 
cowards extreme individualism, the second, on 
the contrary, towards modern totalitarianism. 
These two movements may appear diametrically 
opposed; yet they arc but two alternative solu
tions of the same equation which required the 
joint satiJjaction of a belief in moral perfcC'tion 
with a complete dmial of moral moti"es. 

I s tt A LL start with the indh•idualist solution 
of this equation. A m:10 looking at the world 
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with complete scepticism can see no grounds Cor 
moral authority or transcendent moral obliga· 
tions; there may seem to be no scope then for his 
moral perfectionism. Yet he can s:1tisfy it by turn
ing his scepticism against existing society, 
denouncing its morality as shoddy, :anificial, 
hypocritical, and a mere mask for lust and ex· 
ploitation. Though such combination of his moral 
scepticism with his moral indignation is incon
sistent, the two are in £act fused together by their 
joint attack on the same target. The result is a 
moral hatred of existing society and the alienation 
of the modern intcllcctu:JI. 

The effect on his inner life goes deep. His 
scepticism-cum-perfectionism seorns any expres
sion of his own traditional morality; it despises 
it as b:mal, second-hand, hypocritical. Divided 
against himself, he seeks an identity S:Jfe against 
self-doubt. Having condemned the distinction 
between good and evil as dishonest, he can still 
find pride in the honesty of such condemnation. 
Since ordinary decent behaviour can never be 
safe against the suspicion of sheer conformity or 
downright hypocrisy, only an absolutely a-moral, 
meaningless act can assure nun of his com· 
plete authenticity. All the moral fervour which 
scientific scepticism has released from religious 
control and then rendered homdess by discredit· 
ing its ideals, returns then to imbue an a-moral 
authenticity with intense moral approval. This 
is how absolute self-assertion, fantasies of 
gratuitous crime and perversity, self-hatred and 
despair arc aroused as defences against a nag· 
ging suspicion of one's own honesty. 

This theme has prevailed in Continental 
thought since: a century ago Dostoevsky first 
described murder as an experiment in moral 
scepticism and, soon after, Nietzsche repudbted 
all traditional conceptions of good and evil as 
hypocritical. About the same rime Rimbaud 
launched a gre.1t poet's imagination into a world 
of <fuordcred sensualism, and he was followed 
in the: nc:tt generation by Gid: who showed that 
perversion and gratuitous crime could be marks 
of moral authenticity. To-day we have a whole 
liternturc:, much of it of high quality, in which 
absurdity and a sombre, fantastic obscenity are 
presented :as tokens of unflinc.:rung honesty. 

These arc some individualistic solutions of the 
conflict between scepticism and perfectionism. 
They unite the two opposites in a moral nihil· 
urn charged with moral fury. This p:lr:l· 
doxical combination is new in history and 
deserves a new name; I have called it a moral 
inversion. 

IN Puau c LIFE moral inversion leads to totali· 
tarianism. I shall speak only of Marxism· 
Leninism as the most important movement of 
this kind. The: Marxist revolutionary scorns any 
appeals to generous sentiments and scorns al.so 
any appe.1l to the Utopian image of an idc:al 
society. His scepticism forbids him to rdy on 
such motives. But, though he cannot declare 
these high motives, they are his driving force 
and must be satisfied. Marxism resolves this 
contradiction by in\'enting a machine-the 
Marxist machine o£ history-which, working 
inside society, will bring about the destruction 
of capitalism and its repl:awnc:nt by socialism. 
The machine will achieve this without the aid 
of noble sentiments or images of social pcrfcc· 
tion. Such a mechanism, claiming to control all 
mental processes in society, is bound to :appeal 
to a scientific outlook. When this mechanism 
offers also a safe disguise and embodiment for 
the Utopianism which motivates iu makers, its 
appeal becomes irresistible. 

The two contradictory dcmenu of M:uxism 
c.ffectively protect its teachings against criticism 
by alternately taking ovc:r its defence. Its moral 
fervour denies a hearing to any intellectual 
objections, while any moral scruples are con· 
tc:mpwously rejected as unscientific. 

This combination of conflicting principles 
explains bow Marxists can accept historic.al inevil· 
abili ty as an incentive to work and fight for bring· 
ing about the events declared 'to be inevitable. 
For since the Marxist theory is mc:rdy a disguise 
for Utopian ideals, it tacitly enjoins us ro fight 
for the fulfilment of its theoretical predictions. 

The harshness of the political parties charged 
with this task is often criticised, or else excused, 
as Lhe use of evil means in the service of a noble 
cause; but such reproach or excuse is misplaced. 
Marxism-winism denies being guided either by 
moral motives or Utopian visions :10d declares 
it (allows only the djrectives of science. The 
question of weighing means against ends cannot 
arise then. If you claim to embody a mcchan· 
ism, you must behave like a machine; your un· 
scrupulousness will be sanctioned by the morality 
inside the machine. A morality embodied in a 
machine is necessarily blind to its own handi
work and deaf to the voices of reason: it has 
tumc:d fanatical 

Truth itself then becomes embodied in the 
machine. Whatever makes the machine run 
f:lster is said to be true:. A universe: of public 
fantasies is erected in which even its authors 
ha\'e lost their bearings. The very victims of 
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faked trials are pe.rsunded that in some sense the 
fantastic accusations against them are true. To 
think otherwise would be to for$ake the revolu· 
lion, which is unthinkable. 

I nAvE described the modern mind by the 
content of its ideas and have explained the 

emergence of the modern mind as the outcome of 
a process of thought which originated in the 
Copernican discovery and in the interplay of 
the ensuing intcllec:tu:al revolution with the 
moral ideas of Christianity. This was how I 
explnined the morol ideas of modern liter:nure, 
as well as the political creeds and disasters of 
our age. 

These great events were not due to the effects 
of economic circumstances nor to the early 
tr:~ining of infants. The ideas of the Russian 
Hevolulion have spread to regions of the most 
varied economic structure and of equally varied 
customs of sw:addling babies or of early toilet 
trnining. Any theory that would account for 
these revolutions of thought by economic or 
infantile traumas expresses the same errors con· 
cerning the nature of m:m and thought which 
caused these disastrous revolutions. It tends to 
perpetuate th~ errors. 

A true diagnosis of our disordtts should help 
ro overcome them. My own interpretation of 
the modern world wpuld do this by recognising 
thought as an independent, self-governing force. 

1 fed supported in this by the great move
ments recoiling from modern totalitarian ideo
logies. Stalinism is passing away and we look 
back on its rule with growing amazement. Rus
sians are asking insistently how those terrible 
things could h:lVe happened. Concluding his 
memoirs io 1!}62, Ilya Ehrenhurg speaks o£ "all 
the things that lie like a stone on the hearts 
of people of my generation." Tbe whole world 
is involved in this: we cannot trust ourselves 
again unless we c,an understand how people, 
so steeped in our own modern scientific outlook, 
could produce such an insane tyranny and 
support it fanatically for years on end. 

The answer to this question is coming out by 
st:Jges, darkly. At the 20th Congress of the Rus
sian Communist Party, held in February 1956, 
Khrushchev first denounced St.1lin 's misdeeds 
in a secret speech. A few months Inter Polish 
and Hungarian writers were openly demanding 
freedom of thought. These men were lc3ding 
Communist intellecruals who were recoiling 
(rom the theory that morality, jusrice and art, 
and truth itscl£, were to be identified with the 

interest of the Party. Hungari:u\ Communist 
writers solemnly repudiated the teaching that 
political expediency could be a criterion of the 
truth and "after bitter menu! struggles" vowed 
Htbat in no circumstanceS would they ever write 
lies." A few weeks later, the Hungarian people, 
led by these intellectuals, overthrew the Stalinist 
dgime established by Rakosi. 

This revolution was fought to gain recogni· 
tion for the reality of intangible things; of truth, 
of justice, of moral and artistic: integrity. The 
Bolshe\·ik :tttcmpt, undertaken Cor high pur· 
poses :and in the light of a sophisticated theory, 
to establish an empire that denied this reality, 
had failed. It had proved unbearable. I beJieve 
that this passionate recognition of a meta· 
physical reality, irreducible ro material 
elements, marks a turning point: it will serve 
as an u iom for any futul'e political thought. 

Writers in Poland and Hungary are trying now 
to find a place for the morally responsible in· 
dividu:al within the Mat1Un conception of his
tory. Early manuscripts of Marx, until rec:cndy 
unpublished, offer some substance: £or this.. But 
the reviving of some Hegelian ideas in the 
thought of the young Marx will not take us far. 

W£ NEED " nrrou of knowledge which shows 
up the fallacy of a positivist scepticism and 
authorises our knowledge of entities governed 
by higher principles. Any higher principle can 
be known only by dwelling in the particulars 
governed by it. Any attempt to observe a higher 
levd of existence by a scrutiny of its several 
particulars must fail. We shaU remain blind in 
theory to aU that truly matters in the world so 
long as we do not accept in-dwelung as a legiri· 
mate form of knowledge. 

In-dwelling involves a tacit reliance on our 
awareness of particulars no< under observation, 
many of them unspcdfiable. We: have to in· 
teriorise these and, in doing so, must change 
our mental existence. There is nothing ddinite 
to which we can hold fast in such an act. It is a 
free commitment. 

But there is something imponderable for us to 
rely on. We have around w great truths em
bodied in works born of the very freedom 
which we are hesitating to enter. And recent his
tory has t~ught that we can bre~the only in the 
ambience of these truths and o( this creative free
dom. I, for one, nm prepared to rely on this assur· 
ance for acquiring and upholding knowledge by 
embracing the world and dwelling in it. 


